Please read this important information about remaining in your vehicle during
designated “vehicle deck only” crossings. Should you be joining us for one of
these sailings, it’s very important that you read and abide by the rules we have
set out to ensure the safety of all passengers and crew at this time.
For the duration of the crossing, the following safety rules apply:

You MUST remain in your
vehicle at all times

You MUST keep your
seatbelt OFF

You MUST keep your engine
and ignition off

You MUST keep your vehicle
doors closed

No Smoking

No Vaping

If you need to attract the attention of a crew member, sound
your horn once and put on your hazard lights
Please note that the main passenger accommodation areas / decks will be closed
on these designated crossings. Accordingly, there will be no access to toilets on
board at this time. Be sure to make sure to make use of the toilets inside our
Terminal prior to boarding.
Thank you for your cooperation. While we regret the current circumstances, we
are doing all we can to help keep you safe.
Should you have any questions or concerns about your experience with us today,
please get in touch with us at customerservices@redfunnel.co.uk
For further information about what we’re doing in response to Covid-19, please
see our FAQs page at www.redfunnel.co.uk/COVID-19
A little more information: Please note that the vehicle decks on board our ferries are classified as cargo spaces under International and
National Maritime Law. For that reason, it is not normally permitted for passengers to travel in these spaces. While Red Funnel does
not have the legal authority to allow passengers to remain in their vehicles, we are very aware of the
requirements to support the government’s advice about social distancing and help protect our customers
in this exceptional situation. We have recently worked with the Maritime and Coastguard Agency (MCA)
to agree on temporary safety procedures which permit us to allow passengers to remain in their
vehicles on select crossings at this time. This is not a change to legislation, nor a change to policy,
but is a direct and exceptional (temporary) response to an unprecedented situation and we are
grateful for the MCA’s support to allow us to respond to our passengers’ requests.

